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ABOUT IOCL : 

 
 
IOCL is also known as Indian Oil. A company which serves in various countries along with its                 
home country India, such as Sri Lanka, Middle East and Mauritius. IOCL was founded on June 30,                 
1959 and with in span of 57 years it was ranked 1st in Fortune India 500 list for year 2016. IOCL is                      
public sector entity in oil and gas industry with its headquarters in New Delhi and registered office                 
in Mumbai, Maharashtra. As of 2017, IOCL had 33,135 employees and out of which 16,545 are of                 
officers cadre, and in May 2018 IOCL became India’s most profitable state - owned company. 
IOCL Asaoti, is in 80,000 acres with production of 54,000 KL/ annum. IOCL Asaoti is only                
lubricant blending plant in Northern region. The Asaoti packs 1 lack lubricant pack and 50,000               
barrels and they have 400 different variants of lubricants. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO INDIAN OIL CORPORATION LIMITED 
PLANT ASAOTI : 

 
 
 
The industrial visit to Asaoti plant of Indian Oil Corporation Limited was scheduled on September               
5 2019. This opportunity was given to students of final year pursuing their masters degree in                
management of both marketing and finance background. The industrial visit began with one hour              
classroom session, where students were guided and enlightened about the company and its process              
of packaging and about the path of growth that the company has taken from past 6 decades. The                  
classroom lecture was followed by visit to plant and having a close look as to how the process of                   
the famous SERVO takes place. 
The classroom session , enlightened the students not only about the company and also made               
students realise that what ever they are learning in their respective fields will be helpful in their life                  
whether they choose to take path of corporate field or path of entrepreneur or path of taking their                  
already established family business to a new height. The classroom session was divided into three               
sub sections, one section was mainly about IOCL and sales, the other section was mainly about the                 
financial department and last but not the least about quality management. 
The first session was taken by Mr. Sharma who was heading the sales department at IOCl, Asaoti                 
plant. Sir, indulged the students along with him through two presentations which were about the               
safety measures at IOCL and the other about IOCL Asaoti. Working in plant is always dangerous                
and having 300 contract workers and 64 employees safety is their first priority and they carry it with                  
pride.  The main elements of their safety process are as follows: 
1.  Security check at the entrance gate. 
2. Sparks check to control any chance of fire 
3. Protective gear such as Helmet, Jacket and most importantly shoes 

 



 

4. Control Oil spill, even having fully automated system there might be chance of error and for                
instance if any oil spill happens, immediate steps are always taken to avoid any unfortunate               
accident. 

5. Fire safety training, working for lubricants and oil plant, It’s better to be safe than sorry, various                 
mock drills takes place to alarm every worker in the plant and have various teams (combat and                 
auxiliary teams) at stand by to ensure safety of all workers and employees. Siren patterns               
indicate whether the fire is there or it has been controlled. If alarms continues for 40 seconds                 
and alarms goes on three times, its essential to evacuate the working space and if alarm is on 2                   
minutes then it means that fire is under control. 

The session then moved its focus on the what and in which areas IOCL operates. IOCL Asaoti                 
being only one of its kind in the entire northern region, it was essential to understand about                 
lubricants and the blending process. In general terms if blending process is to be defined it can be                  
said that homogeneous mixture of base oil and additive. IOCL serves in various fields such as                
Automotive, Industrial, Speciality Oil, Marine, Defence, Horticulture and Coolant and brake oil.            
Formulation is done in R&D department which is located in Sector 13, Faridabad. IOCL has a joint                 
venture with Avi Oil which deals in fuel for aviation. The packaging deals ranges from big barrels                 
to small pack of 50 L. It acquired a certification of ISO 9001:2008 in July 2016. The plant is full                    
automated and weight basis blending is preferred in IOCL plant. Base oil can be available through                
two modes: Mineral or Synthetic. Similarly the sources of additive can be indigenous or imported.               
The source of packaging material is recurred from indigenous supply.  
There are different barrels of different colours such as RED, BLUE and YELLOW. Along with that                

IOCL have various customers, like Mahindra, Maruti Suzuki, Renault,Volkswagen and TATA and            
for each of their customers they have different barrels as each of them have different requirements. 
 
The next session was taken by the Head of Finance Department. Considering the fact that the                 

students are from management background and few of them were from finance background and              
could lead into the finance department within few years, sir taught them something which will stay                
with them for rest of their lives, irrespective of their field. Sir began with the basic and that was                   
balance sheet and profit loss account meaning and how they manage their accounts. Sir taught about                
main important aspect and that is General Ledger. This important aspect is often ignored, be it in                 
either banks or any organisation, general ledger is required. General Ledger is nothing but a code                
which consist all the information regarding your personal to professional information which was             
shared by the holder. This is a common practice that has been witnessed by people who often go to                   
the bank and similar things can also be experienced when one is working in an organisation. 

 



 

The next segment of session was conducted by Mr. Chattopadhyay who was head of quality               
department. Sir talked about the fact as to how the quality is considered to be the most important                  
aspect of an organisation as compared to market, finance sales and other departments. Being in the                
industry for 6 decades and a willingness to serve the market with the same level of dedication and                  
motivation, the most important aspect that needs to be prompt every time is quality. No industry can                 
grow and sustain if the quality is not unto the mark. Having ISO 9001:2008 certification is another                 
aspect which clearly talks about how much IOCL is concerned about its quality. Quality control has                
two main aspects: Testing and Inspection. When a formulation comes from R&D department, that              
formulation is tested in laboratory goes under various testing and similarly every blending process              
is technology based and every aspect of blending process is monitored through quality and control               
department where everything and small change can be noticed through computers. 
The class room session came to an end when all department heads blessed our students for their                 
own unique and successful journey. 
 
The next 
stop of the  

industrial visit was the plant visit, where the students could witness the packaging and blending               
process of the very famous SERVO lubricant. The plant visit was continued and directed by Mr.                
Tarun, who understood the curiosity of the students, and quenched their thirst of curiosity and               
knowledge. The first stop was at work in progress station, where filling of lubricant into bottle was                 
taking place on a belt. The students saw, filling station, caping station and the packaging station,                
where the lubricants were being packet in the carotin.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 

Students observed there was an ongoing process of loading these carotin box in the trucks. Students                
asked few of their questions to the people working on each station. The next station of the plant                  
visit was blending process of additives and base oil. When the students entered the plant they saw                 
many barrels of different colours, along with Red, Blue and Yellow. Each barrel was for their                
different customers, as each customer has their own requirements such as dark green was for               
defence, blue colour barrel was for Maruti Suzuki and so on. There were many stations such as                 
drum heating station. This step is essential as barrels have additives in them and before vacating                
their additives, ion they are warmed up the flow of additives will be smooth, which certainly brings                 
us to other station. This station has its own importance, there are various rows which are connected                 
to pipes which are further connected to big drums where the blending process takes place. So                
different colour barrels after they are warmed up they are emptied into their respective rows which                
are then followed through pipelines and then to their final destination.  
With in this section plant their were two important rooms which controlled and decides the quality                
that India Oil will provide. These two rooms are Laboratory and Quality Control room. 

 



 

The 

students were divided into group of two, one group went to laboratory and the other group went to                  
quality control room, afterwards the groups changed their rooms. The Laboratory was the most              
essential part as the check whether the formulation is correct or not, various additives are tested                
before they go into process, there were various equipments, one of them was regarding the colour of                 
the additive. Similarly, there were many equipments which were used to check the quality and               
colour of the base oils and additives and every material that enters the plant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The quality control room gave a hint as to how the technology be use to provide the best quality to                    
its customer. Every screen had themselves connected to different process and the progress of              
process could be checked at any moment. This helps the quality control engineers, to ensure the                
quality and stop the process if something goes wrong. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

The classroom session and the plant visit gave the students and insight and a new perspective to                 
look at things differently. The students realised that the theoretical aspects can be applied into the                
corporate world, this has also allowed the students to look every theoretical aspect with the lenses                
of practical feasibility. Being moved and touched by the success story of Indian Oil Corporation               
Limited, irrespective of the path they choose in their lives, IOCL plant in Asaoti will have an                 
impact.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


